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Three wishbones, three wishes, and three adorable babies for Christmas…Three wishbones, three wishes, and three adorable babies for Christmas…

When the dashingly handsome Sheikh Zadid accepts Yvonne’s invitation to celebrate Christmas at her home, she

knows she has to make an impression! After transforming her apartment into the perfect winter wonderland, the

night seems to go off without a hitch—until the snow begins to fall, and gorgeous boss and smitten employee are

snowed in together!

Giving into her feelings, Yvonne falls into the Sheikh’s arms, and they have a passionate, forbidden encounter!

Anticipating an awkward return to work after the holidays, Yvonne receives much worse news: the Sheikh is selling

up, and leaving the country!

Will Yvonne ever get the chance to confess her true feelings? Or the fact she’s carrying not one, not two, but THREE

of his babies?

It may only be the Sheikh’s first Christmas, but he’s soon going to receive three adorable bundles of joy…It may only be the Sheikh’s first Christmas, but he’s soon going to receive three adorable bundles of joy…

This is a standalone sweet Sheikh romance novel from best-selling author Holly Rayner. It contains a guaranteedThis is a standalone sweet Sheikh romance novel from best-selling author Holly Rayner. It contains a guaranteed

HEA, and a tale of romance that will capture your heart. As an added gift, it also includes the first few chapters ofHEA, and a tale of romance that will capture your heart. As an added gift, it also includes the first few chapters of

Holly Rayner’s prior novel The Sheikh’s Forbidden Tryst, absolutely free!Holly Rayner’s prior novel The Sheikh’s Forbidden Tryst, absolutely free!
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